Scout RX1 Red
Vacuuming has never been so intelligent.

Scout RX1 Red – setting new standards
The Scout RX1 Red by Miele is setting new standards in efficiency and thoroughness,
advancing in more than just color. With Smart Navigation, Miele secures a leading
edge in terms of quality. A unique combination of a ceiling camera, gyro sensor,
electronics and software navigates the Scout precisely and reliably like no other. With
the addition of three new features to the Scout’s Triple Cleaning System, there is
34% improved dust pick-up performance. Ideal for all types of flooring, the Scout
can easily transition from carpet to smooth surfaces and navigate over thresholds.

Improved Triple Cleaning System
for 34% more dust pick-up
The Scout is equipped with two front
brushes made from extra-long fiber
material that rotate to collect dirt and
debris from floors. An effective turbo
brush and high-efficiency suction system
collect dirt into a 22 oz. dustbin.

 NEW: Side brush dust strippers
to ensure the two front side brushes maintain ultimate cleanliness while
sweeping the floor.
 NEW: Chevron style brush roll
for a more comprehensive clean across all flooring types.
 NEW: Sealing lip
prevents dust from passing underneath the unit.

Unique features
Smart Navigation
The Scout uses Smart Navigation to
detect its current position — enabling
thorough cleaning of all areas. Features a
Gyro sensor for consistent path cleaning,
a Furniture protection system with 7
anti-collision sensors and Stair detector
sensors.

4 Cleaning Modes
 Auto Mode cleans all rooms, up to
1,600 sq. ft., and returns to base
 Corner Mode runs an Auto Mode
program, then cleans all corners
and returns to base
 Spot Mode cleans 6 sq. ft. area
 Turbo Mode cleans 50% faster
(bigger gap between lines), and
returns to base

Non-Stop Power
The Scout features a rechargeable
lithium-ion battery that offers up to two
hours of continuous cleaning without
recharging. It cleans rooms up to 1,600
sq. ft. per charge.

Included Accessories

Remote Control allows
you to manually control the
Scout. Plus you can set the
timer, change the cleaning
mode, return the unit to its
base for charging and
power on/off. Batteries
included.
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AirClean Filter (four
included) protects the
motor and filters the air.

Charging Station is the
Scout’s base for recharging
its battery. Up to two hours
continuous cleaning without
recharging.

Side Brushes sweep dirt
toward brush roller.

Magnetic Strips to block
areas or furnishings the
Scout should not clean. 3’3”
length. Additional strips can
be purchased.
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